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Eurydice and the Birth of Macedonian Power (Women in Antiquity)Oxford University Press, 2019

	Eurydice (c.410-340s BCE) played a significant part in the public life of ancient Macedonia, the first royal Macedonian woman known to have done so, though hardly the last. She was the wife of Amyntas III, the mother of Philip II (and two other short-lived kings of Macedonia), and grandmother of Alexander the Great. Her career marks a...
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Gut-Associated Lymphoid Tissues (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2006

	The intestine is the front line of the confrontation between pathogens and the immune system. However, it is also important to emphasize that we have a symbiotic relationship with innumerable bacteria in the intestine. In the gastrointestinal tract of mammals the lower intestine harbors around 1,000 12 species of anaerobic and aerobic...
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World of Sports ScienceGale, 2006
Sports offer both competition and a path to fitness. Accordingly, sports science has grown beyond the exclusive application of science toward improving competitive performance to applications that improve the quality of life and health. Sports and the advances in sports science have, however, increasing impact on broad segments of society—...
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You Be the Judge: 20 True Crimes and Cases to SolveSphinx Publishing, 2008

	"This lively, original book is likely to be a milestone in America's ongoing fascination with the drama of trials and justice."

	- Fred Graham, former chief anchor Court TV


	Have you ever had the chance to decide the fate of another person? What would you do? In the real-life cases presented to you in this book,...
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The Chief: The Life and Turbulent Times of Chief Justice John RobertsBasic Books, 2019

	
		An incisive biography of the Supreme Court's enigmatic Chief Justice, taking us inside the momentous legal decisions of his tenure so far

	


	
		John Roberts was named to the Supreme Court in 2005 claiming he would act as a neutral umpire in deciding cases. His critics argue he has been anything but,...
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Tales of Mathematicians and PhysicistsSpringer, 2006
Tales of Physicists and Mathematicians is a translation of a book that was published in Russia in 2001 and is based on articles that appeared from 1960–1980. The first edition of the book, less than half the size of the current one, was published in the Soviet Union in 1981 and in English in 1988. Thus the book has its own history, and I...
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Forensic Science: An Illustrated DictionaryCRC Press, 2003
The text is deserving of  inclusion in the library of a crime laboratory, if not in the personal library of lab personnel. 
 - Scientific Sleuthing Review, Summer 2004
     This volume introduces the laboratory terms that are crucial to the interpretation and understanding of laboratory report findings. The definitions and accompanying...
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Law and Division of Power in the Crimean Khanate (1532-1774) (Ottoman Empire and Its Heritage) (English and Ottoman Turkish Edition)Brill Academic Publishers, 2018

	The Crimean Khanate was often treated as a semi-nomadic, watered-down version of the Golden Horde, or yet another vassal state of the Ottoman Empire. This book revises these views by exploring the Khanate's political and legal systems, which combined well organized and well developed institutions, which were rooted in different traditions...
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Encyclopedia of Capitol Punishment in the United StatesMcFarland, 2008
The second edition of this encyclopedia builds upon the first by, among other things, including material that reflects alterations in capital punishment laws. Since the first edition appeared in 2001, the United States Supreme Court has issued more than forty opinions addressing capital punishment issues and, when necessary, state and federal...
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Methamphetamine Use: Clinical and Forensic Aspects (Pacific Institute Series on Forensic Psychology)CRC Press, 2003

	A man is accused of attempted murder of a former crystal meth addict. He claims he shot in self-defense, responding to the extremely aggressive behavior the victim was exhibiting. How will this play out in court? Most likely, the prosecution and the defense will call various expert witnesses - perhaps neurologists, psychologists, pathologists...
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John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester: The Poems and Lucina's RapeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	John Wilmot, second Earl of Rochester, was born on All Fools’ Day, 1647, at Ditchley in Oxfordshire on the estate that had belonged to his mother’s first husband, Sir Henry Lee. Rochester’s father, Lord Wilmot, was a royalist general; witty, restless and hard-drinking, he was with the exiled court in Paris, and hardly saw...
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Computer Forensics: Hard Disk and Operating Systems (Ec-Council Press Series : Computer Forensics)Course Technology PTR, 2009


	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent

	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers, better known

	as black hats, are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and...
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